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We use cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. Shop by Size. We do not
have those parts for your vehicle. Please select another part category. All Federal catalytic
converters meet EPA requirements. Federal Catalytic Converters are not legal for sale,
installation or use in the state of California. Converters in this catalog are based on Executive
Orders issued by the California Air Resource Board and must be used in accordance with this
information. In California, it is illegal to select a catalytic converter for installation based solely
on vehicle weight and engine size. In Colorado, it is illegal to select a catalytic converter for
installation based solely on vehicle weight and engine size. You can find out by inspecting the
emissions sticker that is located in your engine compartment. All model year and newer
vehicles that were manufactured with California or State emissions certification. All model year
and earlier vehicles or any model year vehicle that was manufactured with EPA or Federal
emissions non State certification. All , , and newer vehicles that were manufactured with
California or State emissions certification. All model year vehicles, and all model year or earlier
vehicles. All model year vehicles that were manufactured with EPA or Federal emissions
certification. Select the option that best describes your vehicle. We want to make sure the part
fits your specific vehicle so we need a little more information from you. For additional program
details, requirements and eligibility - learn more. Read More Accept. Select Your Vehicle Type.
Shop By Vehicle Year. Sub Model. Select Your Vehicle Specifications It is possible we may not
have parts for certain vehicles. Where is your Vehicle Registered? New York. Federal EPA.
Vehicle Details Select the option that best describes your vehicle. What is your EFN? Shop by
Vehicle Select your vehicle type to find the right parts for your vehicle. Vehicle Specifications
Select your vehicle type to find the right parts for your vehicle. Vehicle Registration Select your
vehicle type to find the right parts for your vehicle. Vehicle Emissions Choose which emissions
standard is equipped on your vehicle. Vehicle Details We need to know a little more about your
vehicle. Vehicle EFN Choose which emissions standard is equipped on your vehicle. This
revolutionary cat-back exhaust was designed to work just as hard as your X3, increasing
horsepower, adding an aggressive look and, of course, giving your X3 that deep signature
MagnaFlow rumble. This blog is going to walk you through the highlight features of the X3
exhaust, explaining why it truly is in a league of its own. Our engineers made sure to prioritize
improving the tone of your Can-Am Maverick X3 over drastically increasing the volume.
Important to every MagnaFlow exhaust is a deep signature sound, however, with the Can-Am
Maverick X3, achieving that sound was a challenge. As a result, the factory Can-Am Maverick X3
is known for a significant high-pitched drone, particularly when under load. When MagnaFlow
set out to design an exhaust for the X3, eliminating those unpleasant frequencies innate to the
X3 powertrain was of the utmost importance. That deep, signature MagnaFlow sound emanates
from a set of aggressive dual exhaust tips. These new tips replace the factory single tip with two
high-mounted tips, giving the rear of the X3 a unique and stylish look. Aluminum Heat Shield
Another noted issue with the Can-Am Maverick X3 was the factory exhaust radiating large
amounts of heat to the luggage area. To mitigate this issue, MagnaFlow designed a precision
manufactured laser cut aluminum heat shield that seamlessly bolts up to stock mounting
points. The result is a significant reduction in luggage rack temperaturesâ€”as much as
degreesâ€”while the accompanying MagnaFlow heritage plate covers the stock exhaust
opening and lets everyone know you're running the best cat-back in the business. Part of
recreational off-roading, however, is ensuring the safety of the environment. Designed with
precision 3D scanning and manufactured with cutting-edge CNC manufacturing, this stainless
steel exhaust system has the quality you expect from MagnaFlow. Not only are there no
sacrifices to ground clearance, but the MagnaFlow X3 exhaust also results in a 4-pound weight
reduction over stock. Close Search. Comments Your Information. Related Articles. Step 4:
Recycling Your job is done! You helped keep things clean and earned some green. Agency
Power Industries LLC was born from a need to bring quality, functional, and stylish racing
products to market. In , Agency Power further expanded its lineup to include UTV products and
launched a comprehensive series of off-road parts two years later in Based out of Gilbert,
Arizona, Agency Power has established itself as a premier aftermarket company for niche tuner
parts. The AP brand is constantly coming up with new functional and race-proven products for
its customer base. Agency Power is globally recognized and trusted with dealers all around the
world. Agency Power offers an extensive lineup of high-quality products like multi-adjustable
control arms, Valvetronic exhaust systems, and roto-molded intake kits. Agency Power takes
pride in having an edge over the competition with top-rated products that truly make a
difference in your performance vehicle. AP conducts extensive in-depth product testing, racing,
and quality checks before releasing any items to market. Agency Power takes great pride in
providing top-level customer service and dealer support. Apart from having solid know-how, the
team also owns some of the cars that the company makes products for. This helps the staff

understand more of what customers could want or need for their own vehicles. Agency Power
stands by all its products percent of the way and offers a limited lifetime warranty. All Agency
Power parts have been proven on the dyno, in competition, and against the real test of time. AP
products are all developed and manufactured by car enthusiasts for car enthusiasts. Before any
product comes to market, Agency Power carries out in-depth research to see if a similar item is
available or what the market may want. The brand then conducts a comparison to see where
and how AP can fit in. The mission of Agency Power is to create products that the company and
its customers are proud of, and ones that can be integrated seamlessly and used successfully.
Vivid Racing carries a wide array of Agency Power products for various makes, models, and
applications. Our AP inventory includes everything from aerodynamic body parts to
performance-enhancing products and suspension components. We carry AP air filters, blow-off
valves, catback exhausts, body kits, turbos, springs, sway bars, brake kits, and much, much
more! Vehicle Selected. Agency Power Reducer Silicone Coupler 1. Agency Power Straight
Silicone Coupler 2. Who is Agency Power? What Does Agency Power Offer? Why Choose
Agency Power? For sand, mud, rocks, and trailsâ€”and with up to in of suspension travel on
selected Turbo RR modelsâ€”there's a Maverick X3 for any terrain and weather on the way. The
world is roughâ€”we can handle it. Across record-setting victories and thousands of miles of
off-road riding, our community of riders prove every day how ahead of it's time the Maverick X3
is. Anyone can go off-roading once. But again and again, every weekend the Maverick X3 family
of side-by-sides are writing the next chapter of off-road adventures for those who dare to live
like a maverick. You in? Smart-Lok is the most advanced off-road front differential, period. It's
fully lockable on-the-fly, with four electronically-controlled automatic modes that always return
maximum traction in every condition. Everything you need to control for the perfect ride. The 4.
Welcome to your office. Benefit from the low seating position, advanced cockpit, and enhanced
protection. Designed for all-day comfort with well-placed controls, and 4-way adjustible bucket
seats with available 4-point harnesses. Barney's Motorcycle and Marine. Exterior Colors:.
Product Details Specifications Photos. Call Us At Have Questions? Send a Message. Engine
Power hp. Cooling System lLiquid cooled with integrated intercooler and high-perfomance air
filter. Displacement cc. Drivetrain Lockable front differential with exclusive Smart-Lok
technology. Front Suspension Trophy truck inspired double arched A-arm with sway bar. Front
Travel in. Front Shocks FOX 2. Rear Travel in. Rear Shocks FOX 3. Front braking system Dual
mm ventilated disc brakes with hydraulic twin-piston calipers. Rear braking system Dual mm
ventilated disc brakes with hydraulic twin-piston calipers. Front Tire Maxxis Liberty 32 x 10 x 15
in. Rear Tire Maxxis Liberty 32 x 10 x 15 in. Wheels 15 in. Wheelbase in. Ground Clearance 16 in.
Storage Capacity Total: 2. Fuel Capacity Weight Winch: 4, lb 2, kg winch with synthetic rope.
Dry Weight Estimated: 1, lb Instrumentation Lighter type DC outlet in central console. Cage
Type Dual-phase steel. Gauges 7. Product Photography. Share Close. Copy Link. For sand,
mud, rocks, and trailsâ€”and with up to in of suspension travel on selected Turbo RR
modelsâ€”there's a Maverick X3 for any terrain and weather on the way. The world is
roughâ€”we can handle it. Across record-setting victories and thousands of miles of off-road
riding, our community of riders prove every day how ahead of it's time the Maverick X3 is.
Anyone can go off-roading once. But again and again, every weekend the Maverick X3 family of
side-by-sides are writing the next chapter of off-road adventures for those who dare to live like a
maverick. You in? Smart-Lok is the most advanced off-road front differential, period. It's fully
lockable on-the-fly, with four electronically-controlled automatic modes that always return
maximum traction in every condition. Everything you need to control for the perfect ride. The 4.
Welcome to your office. Benefit from the low seating position, advanced cockpit, and enhanced
protection. Designed for all-day comfort with well-placed controls, and 4-way adjustible bucket
seats with available 4-point harnesses. Exterior Colors:. Product Details Specifications Photos.
Call Us At Have Questions? Send a Message. Engine Power hp. Cooling System Liquid cooled
with integrated intercooler and high-perfomance air filter. Displacement cc. Drivetrain Lockable
front differential with exclusive Smart-Lok technology. Front Travel in. Front Shocks FOX 2.
Rear Travel in. Rear Shocks FOX 3. Front braking system Dual mm ventilated disc brakes with
hydraulic twin-piston calipers. Rear braking system Dual mm ventilated disc brakes with
hydraulic twin-piston calipers. Front Tire Maxxis Bighorn 2. Rear Tire Maxxis Bighorn 2. Wheels
14 in. Wheelbase in. Ground Clearance 16 in. Storage Capacity Total: 2. Fuel Capacity Dry
Weight Estimated: 1, lb kg. Instrumentation Lighter type DC outlet in central console. Cage Type
Dual-phase steel. Gauges 7. Product Photography. Share Close. Copy Link. The values
presented on this site are for estimation purposes only. Your actual payment may vary based on
several factors such as down payment, credit history, final price, available promotional
programs and incentives. Applicable tag, title, destination charges, taxes and other fees and
incentives are not included in this estimate. Dealer Spike is not responsible for any payment

data presented on this site. For sand, mud, rocks, and trailsâ€”and with up to in of suspension
travel on selected Turbo RR modelsâ€”there's a Maverick X3 for any terrain and weather on the
way. The world is roughâ€”we can handle it. Across record-setting victories and thousands of
miles of off-road riding, our community of riders prove every day how ahead of it's time the
Maverick X3 is. Anyone can go off-roading once. But again and again, every weekend the
Maverick X3 family of side-by-sides are writing the next chapter of off-road adventures for those
who dare to live like a maverick. You in? Smart-Lok is the most advanced off-road front
differential, period. It's fully lockable on-the-fly, with four electronically-controlled automatic
modes that always r
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eturn maximum traction in every condition. Everything you need to control for the perfect ride.
The 4. Welcome to your office. Benefit from the low seating position, advanced cockpit, and
enhanced protection. Designed for all-day comfort with well-placed controls, and 4-way
adjustible bucket seats with available 4-point harnesses. Advertised pricing excludes applicable
taxes title and licensing, dealer set up, destination, reconditioning and are subject to change
without notice. Pricing may exclude any added parts, accessories or installation unless
otherwise noted. Sale prices include all applicable offers. Not all options listed available on
pre-owned models. Contact dealer for details. Visit us in Sevierville. Share Close. Copy Link.
Monthly Payment Disclaimer Close. For internet Sale pricing or if you don't see what you're
looking for Call or Text Hayden at !!! This machine has a TON of extras on it. Manufacturer Info.
Get an Estimate for Your Payment. Calculation is estimate only.

